CODING A SNAP MID-CERTIFICATION RENEWAL

In this video you will learn how to code a SNAP mid-certification renewal.

We will start in the Interview Notebook in FACS. Update, as needed, any required information in the following tabs: case info, household, income, SNAP, ABAWD, Expenses, and Shelter. If you have face to face or phone contact with the client during the mid-certification renewal, remember you will also need to address the Social Services tab. 

Now we will click on the Eligibility Notebook or “money bags” icon on the FACS toolbar, and click on the SNAP tab to enter the mid-certification renewal information. In the field labeled “SNAP-TYPE ACTION TAKEN”, click on the drop-down menu and choose “CHANGE WHICH DOESN’T AFFECT SECTION STATUS AND IS NOT A RECERTIFICATION,” If this selection is already there, you will need to re-send this information.

The Advance Notice Required field only needs an entry when you are between 1st and 2nd deadline. If you are completing a mid-certification renewal between deadlines and the change of information increases the client’s benefits, advance notice of the change is not required and you would select “No”. If the change of information decreases the client’s benefits, advance notice is required and you MUST select “yes”.  

Next, go to the Elderly Disabled Indicator field and make sure that the entry listed still reflects the current household situation. Update the field if necessary. 

Now, we will update the Benefit Reporting Process “Action” field. Click on the drop down menu and select “Complete” when the renewal information and all required verification has been received. As a rule, county office staff will select “Incomplete” if all verification is not received. However, support center staff do not use the “incomplete” option. They utilize a web utility tool which provides other choices to update this field. In this example, Ms. Lock has provided all necessary verification so we will select “complete”.

Next, go to the Benefit Reporting Process   “Date” field. When processing a mid-certification renewal that has been submitted online, the computer will automatically update the benefit reporting process date. If the client provides all required verifications when they submit their renewal, you will just re-send the computer entered date in this field. If the client provides all necessary verification at a later date, you will need to manually update the benefit reporting process date to the date when all required verification is received. If you are processing a mid-certification renewal that has been submitted using a paper form, the “date” field entry will be when a complete renewal form and all necessary verification are provided. If all verification is not provided with the renewal, in other words it is incomplete; the date entry will be when the paper renewal form was turned in to the office. In this example, Ms. Lock provided her complete renewal and all verification on September 1st, 2015.

Nothing else needs to be addressed on this tab when completing a mid-certification renewal.

You are now ready to save the case by clicking the “Save the case” icon on the FACS toolbar and check for edits.

Today you have learned how to code a SNAP Mid- Certification Renewal.  

We hope it was helpful.  

This video was presented by the MET Unit and approved by the SNAP Unit and the Training Unit.  









